DECISION no. 10 from January 15th 2014

The Rector of „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, prof. PhD Ramona Lile, having in view:
- the Provisions of the Law no.1/2011, of National Education with its further changes and completions;
- the Senate Decision no. 05/08.01.2014,

On the basis of the duties that the Rector named by the Order of Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sport no. 3836/26.04.2012 has,

DECIDES

Single article: The Commission of Quality Evaluation and Ensurance is named within „Aurel Vlaicu” University of Arad, commission that has the following members:

- **President**: Reader Ph.D. Octavia-Păstorel GAŞPAR, Vice-Rector
- **Representative of the teaching staff**: Prof.Eng.Ph.D. Ioan RADU
- **Representative of the union**: Reader Ph.D. Teodor CILAN
- **Representative of the students**: Student Cosmin BAHNEAN
- **Representative of the employers**: Ec. Ramona NECULA

The present decision has been drawn up on a page, in 5 original copies and it is sent to:
- the Juridical Office;
- the rector’s office secretariate;
- the chief secretary;
- CEAC;
- Directorate of Human resources-salary;

**RECTOR,**
Prof.Ph.D. Ramona LILE